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Effects of river inputs into the Bay of Bengal
Stephan D. Howden
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Mississippi

Raghu Murtugudde
Earth SystemsScienceInterdisiplinaryCenter, Universityof Maryland at CollegePark, College
Park, Maryland

Abstract. The effect of river runoff in the Bay of Bengal is examinedusing a
reducedgravity primitive equationoceanmodel coupledto an atmosphericboundary
layer model. Model simulationsare carried out by including river dischargesas
surface freshwater forcing at the mouths of the rivers. To assessthe effect of river
inputs on the dynamics and thermodynamics of the tropical Indian Ocean, parallel
simulations are carried out by neglecting the river inputs. Additionally, another set
of parallel runs without penetrative radiation lossthrough the mixed layer is carried
out. The freshwater

flux due to rivers results in lower salinities and shallower mixed

layers, as expected. However, the influence of this additional freshwater flux into
the bay is rather counterintuitive. With the inclusionof river dischargesmore heat
is absorbedby the ocean, but sea surfacetemperatures are slightly cooler in the bay
becauseof enhanced entrainment cooling of the shallower mixed layer, enhanced
penetrative radiation, and an enhancedeffect of latent heat losson the temperature
tendency. This is despite the greater latent heat losswhen river input is neglected.
Conversley, neglect of penetrative radiation results in a shallower but slightly
warmer mixed layer with river input. River input and penetrative radiation each
affect the mixed layer depths, the salinity and temperature structure, and currents
in the Bay of Bengal, but they have a small effect on SST. Annual SST, averaged
over the Bay of Bengal, is only 0.1øC colderwith river input. Neglectingpenetrative
radiation in the river run results in an increaseof only 0.2øC for the annual SST.
The lack of persistenceof a barrier layer in the bay helps regulate SST even in the
presenceof enhancedbuoyancyforcing due to river input. Averagedover the bay, a
barrier layer forms as mixed layer detrainment occurs,and the thermocline deepens
just after the southwestmonsoonand the northeast monsoon. The barrier layer is
short-lived in each case it is eroded by mixing. The effect of riverine input in the

bay is not confinedto the surfacewaters. A pool of coldanomaly(-1øC) and freshet
waters is centered near 100 m depth in the bay with riverine input. This cold pool
beneath the mixed layer allows entrainment cooling of the mixed layer to be more
effective,even though massentrainment is lower relative to the caseneglectingriver
input. The more diffusethermoclinein the bay is consistentwith enhancedvertical
mixing despitethe large positivebuoyancyforcing.

1.

Introduction

The Bay of Bengal is the freshestregion in the Indian Ocean by virtue of both direct monsoonal rainfall and by large rivefine input. The onsetof the summer monsoon

rainfall

occurs on the eastern

side of the

bay (near to the outflowof the IrrawaddyRiver) and
over parts of Burma and Thailand and then spreadsto-

ward the northwest[Ramageet al., 1972]. Duringthe
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summersouthwestmonsoon(SWM), river runoff doubles the surfacefleshwaterinput (precipitationP mi-

nusevaporation
E) intothebayto nearly183x1011m
3
[Vatkeyet al., 1996](hereinafter
referred
to asVMS96).
The surface salinity and density fields show marked
variationsboth spatially and temporally as a result of
the large freshwaterinputs, highly variablemonsoonal
winds and associatedupwelling/downwelling,and advection from the west and south of high-salinity wa-

ter masses[VM$96]. Sewell[1929]showedlargemeridional gradientsof seasurfacesalinity(SSS)in the bay
duringthe post-summer
monsoonperiod (SeptemberNovemberwhen river input by the Gangesand Irrawady
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are large) with weakermeridionalgradientsin MarchApril. SSS climatology[Levitus, et al., 1994] shows
strong meridional gradientson the westernside of the
bay developingin June-September,with salinity dropping by more than 6 psu from the mouth of the bay
to about 15øN, and the gradient decreasingin subsequent months. On the eastern side of the bay the

Levitus[1994]climatologyshowsthe meridionalgradi-

namics and thermodynamics of the Indian Ocean was
done. Interestingly, significantchangesin SST in the
bay only occur in very localized regions: warming in
the NW corner during the summer monsoonand cooling in the NW corner and the southeasternbay during
March. The other regionswith appreciableSST differencesare along the equator and off of the Somali coast.
This weak effect on SST occursdespitelarge differences

in salinity, both surfaceand subsurface.Han99 useda
4.5-layer model with specifiedheat fluxes and winds.
the Irrawady outflow region. In addition to the large The present study extends the examination of the effleshwater forcing, with phase lags between precipita- fects of river input in the Bay of Bengal in severalimtion and river input, the circulation of the bay under- portant respects. First, the Indian Ocean is modeled
goesdramatic changesdue to strongseasonalvariations with a 20-layer model that allows a more realistic barin upwelling/downwelling,
locallygeneratedRossbyand rier layer to form (i.e., multiplelayersbelowthe mixed
coastal Kelvin waves, and Ekman flow all associated layer may have nearly identical temperature but differwith the monsoonalwinds. Additionally, nonlocal forc- ing salinity). Second,the oceanmodel is coupledto
ing results in Rossbyand coastal Kelvin wave propa- an advectiveatmosphericmixed layer (AML) model,
gation into the bay [Potemraet al., 1991; [Yu et al., which allows interactive heat fluxes and hence allows
1991],thoughMcCrearyet al., [1993]foundthe mod- more freedom for SST adjustment. Third, daily rather
eled coastal currents to be affected more by wind stress than monthly wind forcing is used.
forcingwithin the bay, except on the easternside.
The significanceof the salinity variability of the bay 2. Approach
ent building from June until Decemberwith maximum

changes
of over5 psufrom the mouthof the bay to

is not confined

within

its basin.

Observational

studies

have linked the advection by the East Indian Coastal

Current (EICC) of fresh bay water into the southeast
cornerof the Arabian Sea (AS) and then to the formation of a barrier layer (Godfreyand Lindstrom,1989;
Lukas and Lindstrom,1991) and, subsequently,
a surfacewarm pool (Rao and Sivakumar,1999). The warm
pool in the southeast AS forms completely independentlyof the migrationof the thermalequator(TE) and
associatedIntertropicalConvergence
Zone(ITCZ), and
it has been implicated in the formation of the monsoon

Model simulations are carried out by including river
dischargesas surfacefleshwaterforcingat the mouth of
rivers. To assessthe effect of river inputs on the dynamics and thermodynamics of the tropical Indian Ocean,
parallel simulations are carried out by neglectingriver
inputs. Additionally, the effectsof penetrative radiation
are assessedby running parallel runs with and without
penetrative radiation.

2.1.

Model Description

onsetvortex (Rao and $ivakumar,1999)that is nearly

The oceangeneralcirculationmodel (OGCM) is the

always associatedwith the onset of the summer monsoonon the Indian subcontinent.$henoiet al., [1999]
found the annual cycle of SST in this region leads that
of surrounding waters and peaks in April well before
the migration of the TE into the region.
Modeling studies have shown that fresh water from
the bay also flows south along the eastern boundary
during the SWM (Han 1999, hereinafterreferredto as
Han99; Han and McCreary, 2001). Han99 showedthat

reduced gravity, primitive equation, sigma coordinate

once this water reaches the equator, some of it is advected westward by the equatorial flow, and some continues southward until it is advected westward by the
South Equatorial Current, where, subsequently,a portion is advected northward by the East African Coastal
Current and Somalia Current during the SWM, and the
remainder

flows out of the Indian

Ocean at the western

boundary. The effect of this fleshwater •advectionis to
lower the SSS in the equatorial and southern tropical
Indian Ocean by 0.1-1 psu.

Han99 [seealso Han and McCreary, 2001; Han, et
al., 2001] did an extensivemodelingstudyof the influence of salinity on the dynamics and thermodynamics
of the Indian Ocean. As part of that study, the role
of river input in the Bay of Bengal in affecting the dy-

modelof Gent and Cane[1990]with variablesalinity
and an embedded hybrid mixing schemeof Chen et

al. [1994]. Surfaceheat fluxesare computedby coupling the OGCM to an advectiveAML model [Seaget
et al., 1995]. Seagetet al. [1995]describehow such
a scheme allows true simulation of SST, rather than
building in the answeras imposingair temperature and

humidity does. Murtuguddeet al. [1996]showedthe
improvementsin simulationsof tropical SST and asso-

ciated feedbackson model dynamics/thermodynamics
using this model. The OGCM has a variable depth
mixed layer and 19 layers below accordingto a sigma

coordinate. The mixed layer depth (MLD) and the
thickness of the last sigma layer are computed prognostically, and the remaining layers are computed diagnosticallysuch that the ratio of each sigma layer to
the total depth below the mixed layer is held to its pre-

scribedvalue. The hybridverticalmixingscheme[Chen
et al., 1994]allowsfor relatingthe atmospheric
forcing
to the mixed layer entrainment/detrainmentthrougha
traditional bulk mixed layer model [Krausand Turner,
1967],shearflowinstabilitythroughthe dynamicinstability modelof Price et al. [1986],andan instantaneous
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Plate 1. SST differencesover entire model domain between(top) model forced by monthly and
(bottom) modelforcedby daily winds. Both runs includeriver input.
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Plate 2. ModelSSSminusLevitus[1994]SSSduring(left) summerand(right)wintermonsoons:
(top)the differences
between
R1 andLevitusclimatology
and(bottom)the differences
between
C1 and Levitusclimatology.The countourintervalis 0.5 psu. The dashedlinesare negative
contours.
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Plate 3. ModelSST minusLevitus[1994]SST during(left) summerand (right) wintermonsoons:
(top) the differences
betweenR1 and Levitusclimatologyand (bottom)the differences
betweenC1
and Levitus climatology. The countourinterval is 0.5øC. The dashedlines are negative contours.
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radiative heat lossfrom the surfaceis computedusinga

G•n

standardbulk formulaand observedcloudcover[Seaget
and Blumenthal,1994]. Solarradiativeforcingis taken
from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment satellite
data of Li and Leighton[1993].

22

M•
20

Since evaporation is computed by the AML with

5

18

INPUTS

modeled SST, only precipitation P data are required
Goda•,
i
'1•.r•adlY
for freshwaterforcing over the ocean. P was obtained

from Oberhuber's[1988] atlas. Monthly river volume

_•14

input values were taken from UNESCO reports. The
five major rivers that empty into the Bay of Bengal are
the Krishna, the Godavari, the Mahanadi, the Ganges,

12

10

and the Irrawady (Figure 1). Becauseof the lack of
data about the Irrawady, the river input was taken to
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be 40% of the Gangesinput which is what Han99 reportedfrom S. Sherye(personalcommunication,
1996).
The river inputs are included in the model as surface
freshwaterforcing in the nearest 2ø x 2ø grid points surrounding the dischargelocations. Table 1 lists the fields
used for model boundary conditions, initialization, and
forcing.
Five

0.09

different

model

runs

were

done.

The

control

run (C1) doesnot includeriver input. R1 is identical
to the control run except that river input is included.
Runs C1 and R1 were duplicated in runs C2 and R2, respectively,except that penetrative short wave radiation

0.08

0.07

wasneglected.The final run (R3) is the sameas R1 ex0.06

cept that monthly wind forcing was used. This model
run was performed to examine the differencesbetween
monthly and daily climatological wind forcing.

•oE
0'05
0.04

0.03

3.

Results

0.02

3.1.

Monthly

Versus Daily Wind

Forcing

The effect of using daily versusmonthly climatological wind forcing is seen in Plate 1. Plate I shows
SST from monthly wind forcing minus that from daily

0.01

½

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Figure

1.

Climatologies of major river inflow into

wind forcingaveragedoverthe period (top) DecemberFebruary and (bottom) July-Septemberfor the entire

the Bay of Bengal: (top) locationsof river outflows model domain. Within the Bay of Bengal the run with
and the bounding box for Bay of Bengal averaging monthly forcing is consistentlywarmer than that with
and (bottom) river inflow climatologiesfrom. Dia- daily forcing, with the exceptionof the Gangesoutflow
monds, squares, pluses,crosses,
and circles denote the region during the northeast monsoon.The coolerSST
Ganges-Bramuputra, the Irrawady, the Godavari, the with daily forcing is consistentwith more vigorousverMahanadi, and the Krishna river outflows,respectively. tical mixing associatedwith higher-frequencyforcing.
Indeed, the SST difference is even greater during the
adjustmentto simulatehigh-frequencyconvectionin the
water

SWM when the main thermoclineis shallowest(as will
be shownin section3.4).

column.

Complete hydrology has been added to the model
with freshwaterforcing treated as a natural boundary
condition[Huang, 1993]. The buoyancyis computed
from salinity and temperature using the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization's (UNESCO) equationof state.
Surfacelatent and sensibleheat fluxesare computed
usingthe oceanmodel SST, the imposedwinds, and air
temperature and humidity from the AML. Longwave

3.2. Comparison With Levitus[1994] Surface
Climatology

Throughout most of the year the model runs are

fresherthan Levitus[1994]climatology(references
to
climatologyhereafter refer to this climatology)in the
bay. However, between the NEM and the SWM the
model runs are generally more saline than climatology
in the bay. Overall, runs C2 and R2 have larger differ-

ences(both positiveand negative)fromclimatology.As

19,832
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Parameter

Vertical

Ocean

INPUTS

INTO

THE

BAY

OF BENGAL

Model

Data

Domain

Horizontal

RIVER

resolution

resolution

32ø-124øEx30øS-26øN(Tb = 9øC, Sb= 35 psu)
X: 2/3 ø uniform
Y: 1/3 ø uniform
hybrid mixed layer + 19 a layers with

a=4x2.5/350,
4x5/350, 4x10/350, 2x 15/350,
2 x 25/350, 2 x 50/350, 2 x 75/350
Wind
Initial

stresses
conditions

Boundary conditions

NCEP daily averaged 6 hourly winds
NCEP monthly averaged 6 hourly winds

Initial stratificationderivedfrom Levitus[1994]
no-slip and no-heat flux conditions at
lateral

boundaries

relaxationto Levitus[1994]climatology
25ø-30øS

Mixed layer

Spin-up time

wind-mixing coefficient, cm=1.25
Buoyancy coefficient, cn=0.17
Maximum depth, max=125 m
Minimum depth, min=10 m
20 years with twenty-first year used for differences

expected,the river runs are closerto climatologythan

flow regions. Eastward flowingjets are associatedwith
the fresh pools in these regions. Since these pools are
provementof river input for simulatingsalinity during fresh and warm, geostrophywould create a westward
the summer and winter monsoons. Plate 2 shows model
flowing current. The much thinner MLD results in a
SSSminusclimatological
SSS.Plate 2 (left) showsthe stronger eastward Ekman flow during the SWM. The
differences
averagedduringthe SWM monthsof June, river run has a stronger cyclone at roughly 10øN, 85øE
July, and August,Plate 2 (right) showsthe differences and, more importantly, a weaker SWM current, bringaveragedduring the winter NEM monthsof December, ing the saline AS waters into the bay. The deeper MLD
January,and February.Duringthe SWM the neglectof just southof India with river input (Plate 5) is primarriver input resultsin salinitieshigherthan climatology ily responsible for the weaker SWM current as the Ekeverywhere in the bay, with differencesof more than man flow is distributedovera thickerlayer (geostrophic
4 psu. With river input the regionsnear the mouths flowdifferences
are generally<1 cm s-1 at 80øE).The
of the Ganges and Irrawaddy Rivers are fresher than stronger cyclone can be due to two factors. The run
climatology;while nearly everywhereelse,the absolute with river input does have fresher water along the east
differencesfrom climatologyare reduced. Similar im- coastof India (Plates 2 and 4), raisingthe seasurface
provement occurs during the NEM period.
height there, and the main thermocline has a greater
SST tend to be colder than climatologyand have tilt down toward the east-northeast with river input
similarpatternsregardless
of river input (Plate 3) and (Plate 5).
qpen(not shown).Exceptionsoccurcloseto the outflow
During the NEM the lower-salinity waters from the
regionsof the Gangesand Irrawady during the SWM bay are advected into the southeastAS by the westward
where SST is warmer than climatologywith river in- flowingNorth EquatorialCurrent (NEC). It is this flow,
put. SSTs are closestto the climatologyduring the made fresher by the waters of the EICC, that Rao and
NEM with river input. In that case, SST differences 5'ivakumar[1999]hypothesized
createsa barrierlayerin
are <0.25øC throughout most of the bay.
the southeastern AS warm pool region and is partially
those without river input. Plate 2 illustrates the im-

3.3. Monsoonal Circulation and Hydrography

responsible for the warm pool creation. In the river
run the NEC is stronger, with geostrophicflow up to

Plate 4 showsthe SSS and velocityfieldsaveraged 5 cm s-• fasterat 80øE. The fresherwater alongthe
over the NEM

and SWM for runs C1 and R1. As was
southern coast of India is responsiblefor a higher sea
shown indirectly in Plate 2, the SSS fields are quite level and hence a stronger meridional gradient in sea
differentwith and without river input: surfacesalinity surface height.

gradients
aremuchlargerwith riverinput.Duringthe

As pointed out in section I Han99 and Hah and Mc-

summermonsoon,SSSwith river input is up to 4.2 psu
fresher,thougha typicalrangein the interiorof the bay
is between0.5 and 1.0 psu. Circulationfeaturesare very
similar with and without river input, with the biggest
differencesoccurringduring the SWM at the edgesof
the freshwaterpoolsat the Gangesand Irrawaddy out-

Creary [2001]showedthat freshwaterfrom the bay is
advected southward along the eastern boundary during
the SWM, with somemaking its way south of the equator. This is evident in Plate 4 where salinity is reduced
along the eastern boundary all the way to 10øS with
river input.
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Plate 6 shows the surface salinity and currents for salinity plume, which is absent without river input, is
runs C2 and R2. Without qpenthe extra buoyancyforc- similar to that shown in vertical sections in VMS96 and
ing of the mixed layer causesthe SSSto be much fresher in recent sectionstaken during World Ocean Circulawith river input. The MLD is thinner without qpen,and tion Experiment and the Bay of Bengal MonsoonField
surface currents are intensified as Ekman flows are conExperiment (BOBMEX) [P. Hacker, personalcommufined to a thinner layer and salinity gradients become nication, 2000]. The 34 psu isohalineextendsdown to
larger.
Plate 5 shows differencesduring the SWM and the

between 100 and 125 m depth in the northern part of

the bay, and it surfacesnear lløN during the SWM.
This compareswith a late May sectionalong88øE durperature (SST), MLD, barrier layer thickness(BLT), ing BOBMEX, which showsthe sameisohalinedownto
and depth of the 20ø isotherm (Z20, a proxy for the about the samedepth and surfacingnear 12øN. Another
depth of the main thermocline). (Followinga criteria sectiontaken during the SWM near 91øE (VMS96)
set by Sprintall and Tomczak[1992],the BLT is com- showsthe 34 psu isohalinedown to about 75 m depth
NEM

between

the model runs C1 and R1 of ML tem-

puted from the model output by determining to what
depth the temperatures are within 0.5øC of the ML tem-

and surfacing near 9øN.
The modeled low-salinity plume also comparesfavor-

perature.) During the SWM most of the bay is cooler ably with sectionstaken duringthe NEM. VMS96 show
with river input (Plate 5a) with the most notable ex- a sectiontaken along 88øE that has the 34 psu isohaceptionsbeing at the grid points where the Gangesand line at about 80-100 m depth and surfacingnear 6øN.
Irrawaddy input is directed. During the NEM, nearly The modeledplumeshowsthe 34 psuisohalinesurfacing
the entire bay is cooler with river input (Plate 5b), at about 12øN and then shoalingat 9øN and surfacing
and most of the bay north of about 13øN is more than
againat about 5øN. The higher-salinitywaterscentered
0.4øC

cooler.

This

contrasts

with

Han99

and Hah

et

at about 10øN in the modeled plume also appears in the

al. [2001],who showedlargeparts of the bay warmer observed section.
(•-0.2øC) with river input. However,in the run withWhenqpenis ignored(Plates7e, 7f, 7g and 7h) the
out qpen(not shown),SST is actuallyslightlywarmer low-salinityplume is fresherand extendsdeeperin the
water column. The 34 psu isohalineextends down near
175 m in the SWM and surfacesnear the equator, and
it extends slightly deeper during the NEM.
The salinity and horizontal velocity fields at 100 m
[2001]showeda very differentpattern of summertime
SST with a large region in the northwest corner being depth are shown in Plate 8. During both the SWM
warmer with river input. In section 3.5 the ML heat and the NEM, low-salinity bay waters are advected in
budget is examined to help explain these results. The westward currents in the southern portion of the bay,
MLD exhibits the largest differencesin the north and though during the SWM someof these waters are recirnortheasternparts of the bay (Plates5c and 5d). Dur- culated in an anticyclonic eddy. Like at the surface,the
ing the SWM, MLDs near the Ganges and Irrawaddy overall characteristicsof the flow are similar regardless
rivers are over 40 m shallower with river input, as the of river input.
Figure 2 shows zonal depth cross sectionsof meridbuoyant river input suppresses
entrainment. During the
NEM the ML is shallower in the east and north with
ional flow along 7øN during the SWM and the NEM
river input. During the SWM the barrier layer is very for run R1. The patterns of the flow are similar withthin in both runs, and differencesare near zero except out river input. During the SWM, there is northward
right at the river outflows(Plate 5e). During the NEM, flow along the western side of the bay with maximum
however, Plate 5f shows that BLT is smaller over most flow centered at about 50 m depth. Another northward
of the bay, except near the Ganges and Irrawaddy out- flowing current occurs at about 87øE and is confinedto
flow regions where the B L is thicker with river input. the upper 100 m. There is also northward flow along
Plates 5g and 5h illustrate that the main thermocline the eastern boundary below 225 m. When river input
is 5-10 m shallower with river input over much of the is neglected, the northward flow into the bay at the
bay during both the NEM and SWM. Since wind forc- surface is enhanced: The deeper ML creates a weaker
ing and Ekman pumping are identical, these differences southward component of Ekman flow, countering the
must be due to differencesin mixing, subduction, or northward geostrophic flow. Below the surface, howstratification. In the latter process an increase in den- ever, the northward flow is enhanced with river input.
sity contrast between the thermocline and the upper The geostrophic surface flow is nearly identical on the
waters, as might be expected with a surface freshwater western boundary so this difference is due to changes
with river input. The SST at the Krishna and Godavari outflow region is also slightly warmer with river
input during the SWM. Again, Han99 and Han et al.

input, will cause the thermocline to shoal.
The salinity signal due to river input is not confined
to the surface layer. Plate 7 showsSWM- and NEMaveraged depth meridional sections of salinity along
90øE. A low-salinity plume extends from the head of the
bay down toward the equator. The structure of this low-

in stratification

below the ML.

The surface flow out of

the bay along the eastern boundary is also enhanced

when river input is neglected(C1), thoughthe subsurface southward flow is stronger with river input. From
about 92ø to 95øE the northward geostrophic flow is

about 2.5 cm s-• fasterwith river input. During the

19,834
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Figure 2. Meridionalvelocityalong7øN averagedoverthe (left) SWM and (right) NEM for run
R1.

NEM the most prominent feature is the southward flow ferenceprofile (Figure 3) showsthat the controlrun is
along the western boundary. This flow is more surface denserwithin the upper 80 m (the lowersalinityaffects

intensifiedthan the northward flow during the SWM. densitymorethan the coolertemperatures).From80 to
When river input is neglected, this southward flow out 125 m the riverine run is more dense,while the opposite
of the bay is weaker. The southward geostrophicflow holds again from 125 to about 300 m.
The low-salinity plume and the cooler waters in the
is more intense with river input as fresh water along
the western boundary raises sea level. This is consis- upper 200 m are consistentwith enhancedvertical mix-

tent with Han99 and Han et al. [2001]who showed ing in the riverine run. Plate4 showsthat surfacecurthat river input creates a stronger cross-shorepressure rents are very strong at the edgeof the fresh poolsat
gradient along the east coast of India.
Figure 3 showsdifferencesbetween runs C1 and R1
of vertical profiles averaged from 5ø and 18øN, along
90øE. The differences in temperature between the runs

the river outflows. Presumably, strong vertical shears

(Figure 3a) are more evidenthere than in Plate 7. Althoughthe SST differencesare small (•00.2øC),run C1
is nearly 1øC warmer near 100 m depth during both

in the region will becomeunstable,and vigorousvertical mixing can occur. To someextent the temperature
fields adjust to counterthe density changescausedby
the fleshwater river input: the low-salinity plume is coincidentwith a coldplume (i.e., in the temperaturedifferencefield), exceptright at the surfacewherethe river

the SWM

outflow occurs. The more diffuse thermocline with pos-

and the NEM.

Between

about

200 and 300

m, run C1 is about 0.25ø colder during the SWM and itive anomaliesbelow and negative anomaliesabovethe
about 0.2øC colder during the NEM. The low-salinity main thermocline is consistent with enhanced vertical
plume is very evident in Figure 3b. The density dif- mixing.
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Figure 3. (a) Temperature,(b) salinity,and (c) densityprofiledifferencesaveragedbetween5ø
and 18øN, along 90øE. The profilesare for the differencesbetweenR1 and C1. Solid lines are for
the SWM, and dashed lines are for the NEM.
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34.4

tant for forcing the atmosphere and, at the same time,
to avoid the area of direct river input where the model
has to adjust to the freshwater input. The annual cycle
of the ML and BL properties have not previously been
well characterizedfrom either modelingor observational
studies. The ML properties exhibit prominent semiannual variability, which is characteristic in the monsoon
region, while the main thermocline exhibits a mostly
annual variability. The main thermocline variability is
set by both the local forcing and the remotely gener-
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ated Rossbywaves[e.g., Potemra et al., 1991; Yu et
al., 1991]. This result agreesqualitativelywith the annual cycle of the 20øC isotherm along 85øE (north of
5øN) in the Levitus[1984]climatologyshownby Vinayachandranand Yamagata[1998]. As expected,the ML
is fresherwith river input (Figure 4a) with a difference
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of •00.3 psu on the annual average. Variations of ML

salinity (SSS) within the individual runs is much less

,

than this mean differencewith a range of 0.15 psu with
rivers and 0.10 psu without rivers. When qpenis neglected the annual ML SSS is another 0.3 psu fresher

with river input (not shown)as a shallowerand more

.,• •

buoyant ML forms.
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The ML is shallowest(Figure 4b) during the periods
of light wind betweenthe NEM and the SWM (MarchMay and October-November).The shallowest(--33 m)
period is in October for both model runs. The onset

30

i

,

i

of the monsoonalwinds (May-June for the SWM and
November for the NEM) signalsthe beginningof ML

20

deepening, with the deepest ML occurring in January.

The greatestdifference( --3.2 m) in MLD occursin August. Annually, the MLD is 1.5 m shallowerwith river
input which is not unexpected since it is also fresher.
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dumped into the ML, on the annual averagethe ML is

--13 m thinner. Thus it is important to includeqpen.
ML temperature(SST, Figure 4c) increases
from January to May as solar radiation increasesand the winds
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remain light. SST then drops at the onset of the SWM
and continues
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to decrease until the end of the SWM

in

August. It then rises slightly before the NEM winds
begin in November, after which it drops to its lowest
temperatures(26.5øC without rivers and 26.3øC with
rivers) in January. Interestingly,the thinner and more
buoyant ML with river input is always colder than that
without river input. The largest difference occurs in
January when the ML is 0.2øC colder with river input.

Figure 4. ML and BL properties averagedover the
Bay of Bengalinterior for runsR1 and C1 (seeFigure 1
for averagingarea): (a) ML salinity (SSS), (b)MLD,
(c) ML temperature(SST), (d) BLT and (e) Z20. Prop- Annually, the differenceis only 0.11øC. When qpenis
ertiesfrom river input run (R1) are plotted with dashed neglected,the annual SST with river input is -•0.10øC
lines.

warmer than without river input. This is opposite to

the casewhen qpenis included.However,the difference
in annual SST for the river runs with and without qpen
is <0.20 øC.

3.4.

Bay of Bengal Averaged Time Series

Figure 4 shows time series of ML properties, BL
depth, and main thermoclinedepth (depth of the 20øC
isotherm) averagedover the interior of the bay in the
L-shaped region in Figure 1. The region is chosento
look for large-scaleSST changesthat would be impor-

Figure 4d shows the area averaged B LT. The averaged BL is virtually nonexistent from April until

September.The deepestBL (--25 m) occursduringthe
middle of the NEM and vanishesby the end of March.
Another shallowerB L forms just after the SWM and is
only about half as thick. In both casesthe B L forms as
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water detrains from the ML and the thermocline deep- 3.5.

ens (Figure 4e). BLs can form as water is detrained
from the ML, or as saltier surface waters are subducted
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Mixed Layer Heat Budget and SST

The heat flux (qnet)into the oceancan be written as

qnet-- qsol+ qsh+ qlh+ qlw,
(1)
under surfacewaters of the sametemperature(e.g., in
the westernPacificwarm pool region[Lukasand Lind- where qso•is the flux of shortwave solar radiation, qsn
strom, 1991]), creatinga haloclinein the absenceof a is the sensibleheat flux, qtn is the latent heat flux, and
thermocline. The BL formation appears to result from qt•ois the flux of longwaveradiation. All fluxesare posML detrainment, rather than from a subduction processdue to cross-frontal advection. In particular, the
differences between the BL with

and without

river in-

itive

into the ocean.

Much

of the absorbed

solar heat

is lost back to the atmosphere in the form of latent
heat and longwaveradiation fluxes. Table 2 showsthe

put are minimal and so do not argue for a subduction terms in (1) integratedover an annualcycle. The run
mechanism at salinity fronts as in the western Pacific. with river input nets 5% more heat per unit area aver-

The shortlifetime of the BL (1-2 months)may be dueto aged over the bay. This is due primarily to lesslatent
the vertical shear betweenthe ML and the underlying heat loss as the SST is slightly cooler with river input.
watercolumn(O(1 e-3 s-1) averaged
overthe bay). The cooler SST will result in greater heat flux as the
The largest difference in B LT occurs in March when atmosphererespondsto the cooler SST, but what mainthe BLT is 1.5 m thicker without river input. With a tains this cooler SST? There are several processesthat
slightly thicker BL, and a deeper ML, the casewith- could be responsiblefor the cooling: horizontal advecout river input has a ML that is better insulated from

tion, penetrative solar radiation lossthough the base of

entrainmentcooling. When qpenis neglected,the ML
detrainmentis larger (i.e., the ML is shallower),and
the BL becomes
thicker,with thicknesses
>30 m during
the NEM. Similar to the BL comparison,the SST differencesbetweenthe two runsare minimal. In all runs,
SST doesincreaseduring the time when the BL exists.
ML temperaturecan increasewhen a BL is presentbe-

the shallowermixedlayer (qpen),and verticalentrainment (qent)-Table 2 doesshowthat moreheat is lost in

cause the temperature gradient just below the ML is

the ML becauseof entrainment coolingand penetrative
radiation when river input is included.

In the casewhereqpenis ignored(Table3), SSTsare
generallyonly slightly warmer than with qpenbecause
heat loss due to entrainment increases and so dampens
the amount

of SST rise.

The net heat flux difference

weakand the haloclineis a barrierto verticalmixing. between the runs with and without river input is negliThe reasons for the SST increase are examined in sec-

gible in this case.
The relative importance of eachof the heat flux terms
The main thermocline(Figure 4e) exhibits a cycle on changingSST can be examinedwith the temperature
where it is deepestjust near the end of the NEM, af- tendency equation for the ML'
tion 3.5.

ter which it shoals until the end of the SWM and then

commencesdeepeningagain. The thermocline is consis-

OT

=

ot

-v.

VT

q

1

dq

tently deeperwhen qpenand river input are neglected.
1
Sincethe Ekman pumpingis the samefor all runs,the
=
-v.
VT q- •
differencesin stratificationand verticalshear,whichin
hpCp
turn affect the vertical mixing, are responsiblefor the
(2)
(qso•+ q•h+ qsh+ q•w+ qpenq-qent),
changesin thermoclinedepth. As pointedout by Hah
et al. [2001]alongthe eastcoastof India, coastalKelvin
whereh is the MLD, andp and Cp arethe densityand
wavesdriven by fresh water river outflowscan change specific heat capacity at constant pressure for water,
the vertical motion fields near the coast and affect the
respectively.The conventionusedfor qpenis that it is a
stratification
as well.
negativequantity. Here OT/Ot is computedasa central

Table 2. Heat Flux Integrated Over Annual Cycle
C1,

R1,

C1-R,1

AverageHeat Flux

10ø J m-2

10ø J m-2

10ø J m-2

C1-R1,W m-2

f qso•dt 6.2637

6.2637

0

o

-0.0225

fqsndt
0.0022
0.0029
-0.0007
qt•odt

-1.5359

-1.5408

0.0049

qqtndt
-3.9411 -3.8949
-0.0462
pendt -0.1630
-0.1777
0.0147

f qentdt -0.8603
f qnetdt 0.7889

-0.8980
0.8309

0.0377
-0.0420

o.1575

-1.4853
0.4726
1.2121

-1.35o3
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Table 3. Heat Flux Integrated Over Annual Cyclea.
C2,

R2,

C2-R2,

Average Heat Flux

109 J m-2

109 J m-2

109 J m-•

C2-R2, W m-•

f qso]dt 6.2637
f qsndt 0.0009
f qtwdt -1.5309

6.2637
0.0005
-1.5256

0
0.0004
-0.0053

qtndt
-3.9196
-3.9290
0.0094
pendt
0
0
0
f qent
dt
-1.2921
f qnetdt 0.8141

-1.2924
0.8096

0.0003
0.0045

0
0.0129
-0.1704

0.3022
0
0.0096
0.1447

a No penetrative radiation.

finite difference from the area-averagedSST. Figure 5
showsthe annual cycle of the left- and right-hand sides
of the tendency equation for the run without river input

(without the horizontaladvectionterm) (a) with qpen
and (b) withoutqpen,whichillustratesthat the balance

is nearlyonedimensional
(a valueof p•'p- 4.00x 106
J m-a K -• wasused).With qpenthe balance
c•T
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iIiiiiiiiii
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(3)

approximately holds, indicating that SST is following
the net surface fluxes, except from May until October when river forcing is large and entrainment cool-

ing is important. Without qpenthis simplerbalance
rarely holds, and entrainment coolingis nearly always
required in the balance. This illustrates an important
result about oceanicadjustmentto forcingand the net

effecton SST. Clementet al. [1996]showedthat the
tropical Pacific Ocean was capable of regulating SST
under anomalousheat flux forcing through coolingof
the ML by anomalousupwelling. Clearly, under enhancedbuoyancyforcing and ML thinning in the bay,
the ML is cooledby enhancedentrainmentand a change
in stratification. Without a persistent BL SST cannot
increaseeven though the ML shallowswith river input.
Figure 6 is a time seriesof q,et for all four runs, averaged over the bay. Integrated over the entire cycle,
the biggest difference in net flux is between the river
and no river run with qpen(seealso Tables2 and 3).
However, the time seriesexhibits important differences

r

.

qnet

,--,
C•t hp•'p

I
I

%
•
•, ,. -- • / \

betweenthe runs with and without qpen.First, there
i

Jan

Mar

i

i

May

i

i

Jul

i

i

Sep

!

i

Nov

i

are phase differencesin qnetthat are also reflected in
the SST time series: qnetand SST peak about half a
month earlier when qpenis ignored. Thus the ML processes and the interactions

between the ML and the at-

Figure 5. Temperaturetendencybudget of the ML mosphereare affectedby qpen.Althoughthe mean net
averagedoverthe Bay of Bengalinterior (seeFigure 1
for averaging
area): (top) run C1 and (bottom)run C2. heat flux and SST are very similar between the cases
The thin line is OT/Ot; the thick dashedline is qso];the with and without qpen,the phaseshift in SST variabildash-dottedline is qso]-qœH;
the dottedline is qso]-qœH-ity and differencesin qnet would affect the dynamics
qœw;the thick solidline is qso•-qLH-qLw-qsH-qpen;
the of the atmosphere in a fully coupled run, even if the
thin dashedline is qsol-qLH-qLw-qsH-qpen-qent. amplitude of SST did not changemuch.
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izontal density gradients, and hence vertical shear. The
resultis that the hydrographyand circulationof the bay
take on a very different character. The subsurfacesalin-

1001
............

ityfieldisalsomore
realistic
witha freshwater
plume
60[-

;1

/

0

,f

//

'•. \\

.

-I

'..:\

/

down the center of the bay (90øE) advectedfrom the
north and east. The plume is an observed feature of

the bay (e.g., VMS96) and is absentin the modelruns
without riveriDe input.
River input creates a shallower ML and a shallower
thermocline in the Bay of Bengal. The more diffuse

'

thermocline
is consistent
with strongerverticalmixing

:1I,

in the bay despitethe larger buoyancyflux due to river
input.

Although the oceanreceivesmore heat with riveriDe
input, slightly cooler SST results becauseentrainment

20

::[...........
Jan

Mar

May

Jul

coolingis moreeffective,latent heat losscoolingis more
effective(despitelesslatent heat loss),and penetrative
Sep

Nov

Figure 6. Net heat flux averagedoverthe Bay of Ben-

radiation is greater, but overall, the SST differencesare
small. The annual ML is only about 0.1øC colder with

river input when averagedover the interior of the bay.
One reasonthat entrainmentcoolingis more effective

gal (seeFig. I for averaging
area). Dashed(solid)line
is run C1 (R1). Dotted (dashed-dot)line is for run C2 in the riveriDerun (despitethe morebuoyantML) is
(R2).

the relatively coolerwatersjust belowthe ML. Thus,
althoughthe atmosphereadjuststo this coolerSST by
increasingthe heat flux into the ocean,this added heat
is mixed in the vertical and does not increase the tem-

Althoughqsolq-qpen
(i.e.,the radiativeheatingof the peratureof the ML. This contrastswith intuitive expecML) is smallerwith riveriDeinput (because
of shal- tationsof the effectsof riverinput [e.g.,Murtuguddeand
lowerMLD), its contribution
to temperature
tendency Busalacchi,1999]. The inability of a BL to persistin
is larger than in the control run becauseof the shal-

the Bay also helps to keep SST changessmall. Despite

lowerML and the exponential-like
decaywith depth the resultsof HaD et al., [2001]that showeda slight
of the shortwave
radiation. Similarly,althoughlatent average warming in the Bay with riveriDe input these
are small(+0.2 øC versus-0.2 øC) and could
heatlossis smallerwith riveriDeinput,it hasa greater differences
effect on coolingthe shallowerML. Enhancedentrain- change with small perturbations of the heat flux terms.
In somestudies[e.g.,HaD et al., 2001]the watercolment cooling in the riveriDe caseis important in balancing the heating due to qnet. The thinner ML with umn between the base of the ML and the main thermoriveriDeinput haslessentrainmentin the mean,sothis cline is interpreted as a BL sincethis layer helpsinsulate
result is somewhatpuzzlingat first glance. However, the ML from the strongvertical temperaturegradient
of the main thermocline. However, the term BL was
tive at loweringthe ML temperature, and it wasshown originally coined to describe a halocline within the upin section 2 that the waters below the ML are cooler per ocean isothermal layer that not only inhibits vertical
with river input. The residualtemperatureadvection mixing, but when it allowsmixing, it keepsML temperis of the order of the sensible heat loss and is much less ature changesminimal becauseof the weak temperature
effectivein coolingthe ML than any of the otherterms. stratification. Although the water column betweenthe
the thinner ML causes entrainment to be more effec-

ML

and the main thermocline

does thicken

as the BL

4. Summary/Discussion

forms, the layer remains thicker for several months af-

In this paperwe haveinvestigatedthe effectsof riverine input into the circulationand hydrographyof the
Bay of Bengalwith emphasison the effectson the ML in
order to determinehow the atmosphere,and hencethe
monsoon,might be affected. Additionally, the effects

The vertical temperature gradient is not zero beneath
the barrier layer and can be important in the heat budget. Thus, although it is appropriate to view the layer

ter the BL disappears(not shown,but seeFigure 4).

between

the ML

and the main thermocline

as an insu-

lator for the ML, it is quite different from a BL and has

of qpenwereexamined.Bothriversandqpenhaverel- different consequences
for the ML temperature budget
atively larger effectson circulation,salinityfields,and

and so can influence SST differently.

subsurfacetemperature than on SST.

The neglectof qpenwasshownto createa thinnerand
fresherML with larger fluctuationsof propertiesabout

As expected,the inclusionof river input makesthe
SSSsimulationmorerealistic.Unlikeprecipitation
patterns, which have a broad scaleacrossthe bay, riveriDe
input is a concentrated
sourceand createsstrongerhor-

mean values. However, SST was not affected much in

the mean. Intra-annual differencesin qnet with and
without qpenmay result in dynamicalchangesin the
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R., andA. J. Busalacchi,
Salinityeffectsin a
atmospherein a fully coupledmodel despite the weak Murtugudde,
tropicaloceanmodel,J. Geophys.Res., 103,3283-3300,
changesseenin the SST.
1998.
Indian Ocean summer monsoonsfollowing E1 Nino
events tend to have heavier than normal rainfall, which
would then be followed with heavier than normal river

input. $hukla [1987]showedthat above-average
sum-

Murtugudde,
R., R. Seager,andA. Busalacchi,
Simulation
of the tropicaloceanswith an oceanGCM coupledto an
atmospheric
mixedlayermodel,J. Clirn., 9, 1795-1815,
1996.

mer monsoonrainfall is followedby negativeSST anoma- Murtugudde,R., J.P. McCreary,and A. J. Busalacchi,
Oceanicprocesses
associated
with anomalouseventsin
lies in the AS and alongthe mouth of the bay. $hukla
the Indian Ocean with relevance to 1997-1998, J. Geo[1987]speculates
that the coolingis dueto the stronger phys. Res., 105, 3295-3306, 2000.
winds that accompanyhigh-rainfallmonsoons.An al- Oberhuber,J., An atlasbasedon "COADS"data set, Rep.
15, Max-Planck-Inst.
fiir Meteorol.,Hamburg,Germany,
ternative hypothesisis that the cooling is due to the
1988.
higher freshwaterinput. However,the weak effect of
Potemra,J. T., M. E. Luther,and J. J. O'Brien,The seariver input on SST in this study and in thoseof Han99
sonalcirculationof the upperoceanin the Bay of Bengal,

and Han et al., [2001] lends credenceto the former
J. Geophys.Res., 96, 12,667-12,683,1991.
hypothesisthat the coolingis due to wind anomalies Price,J., R. Weller,andR. Pinkel,Diurnalcycle:Observarather than to freshwater input anomalies.
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